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Abstract: We consider the dynamics of the open string tachyon condensation in a frame-
work of the cubic fermionic String Field Theory including a non-minimal coupling with
closed string massless modes, the graviton and the dilaton. Coupling of the open string
tachyon and the dilaton is motivated by the open String Field Theory in a linear dilaton
background and the flat space-time. We note that the dilaton gravity provides several re-
strictions on the tachyon condensation and show explicitly that the influence of the dilaton
on the tachyon condensation is essential and provides a significant effect: oscillations of
the Hubble parameter and the state parameter become of a cosmological scale. We give an
estimation for the period of these oscillations (0.1 − 1) Gyr and note a good agreement of
this period with the observed oscillations with a period (0.15− 0.65) Gyr in a distribution
of quasar spectra.
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1. Introduction
Contemporary cosmological observational data [1] strongly support that the present Uni-
verse exhibits an accelerated expansion providing thereby an evidence for a dominating
Dark Energy (DE) component. Recent results of WMAP [2] together with the data on
Ia supernovae give the following bounds for the DE state parameter wDE = −1+0.14−0.11 or
without an a priori assumption that the Universe is flat and together with the data on
large-scale structure and supernovae wDE = −1.06+0.13−0.08.
This range of w includes quintessence models, w > −1 [3, 4], containing an extra light
scalar field which is not in the Standard Model set of fields [5], the cosmological constant,
w = −1 [6, 7], and “phantom” models, w < −1, which can be described by a scalar field
with a ghost (phantom) kinetic term. In this case all natural energy conditions are violated
and there are problems of instability both at the classical and quantum levels [8, 9]. Models
with a crossing of the w = −1 barrier are also a subject of recent studies. Simplest ones
include two scalar fields (one phantom and one usual field, see [10, 11] and refs. therein).
General κ-essence models [12, 13] can have both w < −1 and w > −1 but a dynamical
transition between these domains is forbidden under general assumptions [14].
Some projects are directly aimed at exploring whether w varies with the time or is a
constant (see [2] and refs. therein). Varying w obviously corresponds to a dynamical model
of the DE which generally speaking includes a scalar field. Modified models of General
Relativity also generate an effective scalar field (see for example [15] and refs. therein).
Other DE models based on brane-world scenarios are presented in [16]. A comprehensive
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review [17] and references therein may provide the reader with a more detailed discussion
of the DE dynamics.
In the present paper we continue a research along the lines of [18, 19, 20] (see also
[21] where numerical methods for studying corresponding nonlinear and nonlocal models
in the Friedman metric were developed) and investigate in more generality cosmological
models coming from the open String Field Theory (SFT) tachyon dynamics, namely from
the cubic SFT formulation [22] of the open fermionic NSR string with the GSO− sector [23]
(see [24] for a review). The open string tachyon when all massive states are integrated out
by means of equations of motion acquires a non-trivial potential with a non-perturbative
minimum. Rolling of the tachyon from the unstable perturbative extremum towards this
minimum describes, according to the Sen’s conjecture [25], a transition of an unstable D-
brane to a true vacuum where no perturbative states of the open string are present. A
solution corresponding to a true non-perturbative vacuum in the open fermionic NSR string
with the GSO− sector described by the modified cubic SFT [23] has been found recently
[26] and the Sen’s conjecture has been proved (for the bosonic string the Schnabl solution
proves the Sen’s conjecture [27]). The obtained solution contains the tachyon mode as well
as other excitations. One can, as a reasonable approximation, restrict a number of these
excitations and integrate them out with a result of a Mexican hat potential for the tachyon
field. It happens that there is a rolling solution for the tachyon (see [28, 29] on a numerical
construction, about an existence of a solution see [30]).
This rolling tachyon solution exhibits under special conditions late time oscillations
with a period of the string scale giving also an oscillating behavior to the state parameter
in the Friedman metric [19]. A full numeric space-homogeneous solution to this problem in
the FRW metric has been found in [21]. One can expect that a nonlinear tachyon equation
describes the dynamics in a transition region whereas a linear approximation can be taken
for the late time behavior. It is very interesting to clarify the question do other string
modes affect the late time behavior and, if yes, is there a theoretical possibility to make
these oscillations of an observable scale? Since it is assumed that in the true string vacuum
only the closed strings exist it is natural first to take into account massless modes of the
closed string. These modes, the graviton, the dilaton, and the anti-symmetric p-form field
form the gravitational background1.
In this paper we consider a non-minimal coupling of the open string tachyon and the
dilaton motivated by an investigation of the linear dilaton background in the flat space-time
[31, 32, 33]. Analyzing cosmological consequences of our model we demonstrate that there is
a theoretical possibility to make oscillations in the Hubble parameter and w of cosmological
scales. A period of these oscillations is estimated to be of order (0.1 − 1) Gyr for natural
values of parameters of the model. This number is intriguingly close to the period of
oscillations in the z-distribution of quasar spectra observed and confirmed recently [34]
(here z is the redshift parameter). The reported value is (0.15 − 0.65) Gyr.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up the model and write down
the equations of motion. In Section 3 we mention some facts about the dilaton gravity
1In the sequel we put the p-form equal zero.
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and present several exact solutions. In Section 4 we remind the way one can analyze the
dynamics of the tachyon around the non-perturbative vacuum. In Section 5 we demonstrate
that dilaton field can give an effect of the Hubble parameter and w oscillations. In the last
Section we conclude with a discussion on the obtained results.
2. Action and Equations of Motion
We work in 1 + 3 dimensions but keep to some extent a general number of dimensions
denoted as D. The coordinates are denoted by xµ with Greek indices running from 0 to
D − 1.
Action motivated by the closed string field theory reads [48, 36]
Sc =
∫
dDx
√−g e
−Φ
2κ2
(
R+ ∂µΦ∂
µΦ− guU(Φ)− ∂µT∂
µT
2
+
T 2
α′
− 1
α′
V (T¯ )
)
. (2.1)
Here κ is the gravitational coupling constant κ2 = 8πG = 1
M2
P
(these assignments are true
in D = 4), G is the Newton’s constant, MP is the Planck mass, α
′ is the string length
squared, g is a metric,
T¯ = Gc(α′)T
with  = Dµ∂µ and Dµ being a covariant derivative, Φ is the dilaton field and T is the
closed string tachyon. Fields are dimensionless while [gu] = length
−2. Gc is supposed to be
an analytic function of the argument. V (T¯ ) is a closed string tachyon potential. Factor 1/α′
in front of the tachyon potential looks unusual and can be easily removed by a rescaling of
fields. For our purposes it is more convenient keeping all the fields dimensionless.
Action (2.1) describes the low-energy dynamics of the metric, the dilaton, and the
closed string tachyon. Kinetic terms as well as potential terms up to fifth order [35, 36,
37] can be computed using closed SFT [38] (see [36] for a relation of sigma model fields
and string fields). We keep higher derivatives and therefore higher order in α′ terms in
the potential. All these terms do contribute to the dynamics near a nonzero vacuum
expectation value.
U(Φ) is a dilaton potential introduced for generality. If exists, it would be good if the
canonical dilaton property that Φ+ const results at most in a renormalization of coupling
constants is preserved. Moreover this potential may contain non-local operators acting on
the dilaton field. In the rest we assume that U(Φ) does not depend on the metric keeping
such a possibility as an open question for the further study. Action motivated by the open
string field theory reads
So =
∫
dDx
√−g 1
g2o
(
e−Φ/2
(
−1
2
gµν∂µτ∂ντ +
1
2α′
τ2
)
− 1
α′
ê−Φ/2v(τ˜ )
)
. (2.2)
Here go is the open string coupling, [go] = length in D = 4,
τ˜ = Go(α′)τ,
hat denotes an operator inverse to the tilde such that
ϕˆ = Gd(α′)ϕ and ˜ˆϕ = ϕ,
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and τ is the open string tachyon, it is dimensionless. Both Go and its inverse are supposed
to be analytic functions of the argument. v(τ˜ ) is an open string tachyon potential. A
peculiar coupling of the tachyon potential with the dilaton involving an action of a non-
local operator hat on the dilaton exponent is supported considering the linear dilaton CFT.
Corresponding calculations and further technical details are accumulated in Appendix A.
Also, the above mentioned coupling of the dilaton to the open string tachyon potential may
be hidden by virtue of the property∫
dDx
√−gAB =
∫
dDx
√−gBA+ boundary terms
yielding
So =
∫
dDx
√−ge
−Φ/2
g2o
(
−1
2
gµν∂µτ∂ντ +
1
2α′
τ2 − 1
α′
v̂(τ˜)
)
. (2.3)
Both potentials V and v are supposed to be analytic functions in their arguments.
We study a minimal gravitational coupling of lightest open and closed string modes
using the action
S = Sc + So. (2.4)
The equations of motion become as follows. For the metric, it reads
2Gµν + 2Dµ∂νΦ+ gµν
(−2Φ+ ∂Φ2 + guU)− ∂µT∂νT + gµν (∂T 2
2
+
V − T 2
α′
)
+
+
2κ2
g2o
eΦ/2
(
−∂µτ∂ντ + gµν
(
∂τ2
2
+
2eΦ/2ê−Φ/2v − τ2
2α′
))
+ eΦ
Nµν
α′
= 0.
(2.5)
Here Gµν = Rµν − 12Rgµν is the Einstein tensor and Nµν represents terms coming from a
variation of non-local quantities w.r.t. the metric. Explicit expressions are presented in
Appendix B, formula (B.1). For the field Φ the equation of motion is
R+ 2Φ− ∂Φ2 − gu(U − U ′) +
(
−1
2
∂T 2 +
T 2 − V
α′
)
+
+
κ2
g2o
eΦ/2
(
−1
2
∂τ2 +
τ2 − 2vˆ
2α′
)
= 0.
(2.6)
Prime means a derivative w.r.t. the argument. For the tachyon fields one has
T − gµν∂µΦ∂νT + 2T
α′
− 1
α′
eΦ
(
e−ΦV ′
)
= 0, (2.7)
τ − gµν ∂µΦ∂ντ
2
+
τ
α′
− 1
α′
eΦ/2
˜(
ê−Φ/2v′
)
= 0. (2.8)
We can express R from (2.6) and substitute it into (2.5) yielding
2Rµν + 2Dµ∂νΦ+ gµνguU
′ − ∂µT∂νT+
− 2κ
2
g2o
eΦ/2∂µτ∂ντ + gµν
κ2
g2o
eΦ/2
(
∂τ2
2
− τ
2
2α′
+
2eΦ/2ê−Φ/2v − vˆ
α′
)
+ eΦ
Nµν
α′
= 0.
(2.9)
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Further, contracting the latter equation with gµν we can express R again and resubstitute
it into (2.6) with the following result
Φ− ∂Φ2 − guU + gu
(
1− D
2
)
U ′ +
T 2 − V
α′
− eΦ g
µνNµν
2α′
+
+
κ2
g2o
eΦ/2
τ2 − 2vˆ
2α′
− D
2
κ2
g2o
eΦ/2
(
∂τ2
2
− τ
2
2α′
+
2eΦ/2ê−Φ/2v − vˆ
α′
)
= 0.
(2.10)
Equations (2.7)-(2.10) give full (redundant) set of equations to be solved. At least one
equation can be excluded by virtue of the Bianchi identity DµGµν ≡ 0.
From now on the only metric we will be interested in is the spatially flat FRW metric
of the form gµν = diag(−1, a2, a2, a2) where a(t) is the space-homogeneous scale factor, t
is the cosmic time. Also all the equations in the sequel are formulated for D = 4. The
Hubble parameter is defined as H = a˙/a where dot is the time derivative. Also all other
fields will be taken space-homogeneous. Some useful quantities in this metric are as follows
Γ0ij = Hgij,  = −∂2t − 3H∂t, Rµν =
(
−3(H˙ +H2) 0
0 gij(H˙ + 3H
2)
)
, R = 6H˙ + 12H2,
where we omitted space derivatives in the operator .
A distinguished feature of our model is that the tachyon field is accompanied by an
action of a non-local operator.2 This non-locality breaks constraints on a phantom divide
crossing making possible a dynamical transition between quintessence and phantom phases.
It is explicitly shown in [19] that a non-locality may provide a periodic crossing of the
w = −1 barrier. Being a string theory limit the model addresses all stability issues [42, 43]
to the string theory. Cosmological applications of such models initially were studied in
[44, 45, 19]. Also the dynamics of a non-local tachyon on a cosmological background is
studied in [46]. In [47] and refs. therein inflationary models and their relation to non-
gaussianities are studied using a similar non-local Lagrangian.
3. Vacuum
We have an expectation that starting from the perturbative unstable tachyonic vacuum
system evolves towards its true ground state. We are aimed at the analysis of the system
dynamics around its true vacuum but first it is interesting to analyze what the vacuum
is. One expects that the tachyon fields rest in the vacuum at the end of their evolution.
Rolling of the open string tachyon is attributed to the unstable D-brane decay. When we
consider the NS string and assume that the supersymmetry is restored in the true vacuum,
as a consequence there should not be the closed string tachyon mode. The bosonic string
tachyon motion has been studied in [48, 36, 37]. We keep however the closed string tachyon
in action (2.1) for a generality.
In our previous consideration the dilaton field has not been taken into account. One
of the possibilities is to think that the dilaton field has been frozen in the early stage of
2Analogous models come from the p-adic formulation [39, 40, 41] of the tachyon dynamics.
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the evolution. Here we are going to explore a more involved situation when the dilaton
contributes to the late time evolution. Earlier the closed string tachyon condensation
including its interaction with the dilaton was studied, for example, in [35]. Regarding the
dilaton gravity itself we refer the reader to the review paper [49] and refs. therein where the
dilaton gravity and its phenomenology are described in many details. In papers [50, 51] the
dilaton as a string motivated Dark Energy model is examined and several exact solutions
are presented. See also [52] on how the dilaton helps reconstructing the cosmic history.
Several versions of a nonlocal dilaton gravity also have been studied in [53, 54].
Let us note note that provided there is no the dilaton field from the beginning then
one has to use equation (2.5) with Φ = 0 while equations (2.9) and (2.10) are not in the
game. Taking vacuum values T0 and τ0 for the tachyons we see from equation (2.5) that it
is reduced to
Gµν = −gµν Λ
2
where Λ is whatever has left from potential terms of the tachyons, [Λ] = length−2. Λ may be
zero as well. However it is an obvious possibility to build a realistic de Sitter gravitational
background since Λ is manifestly a cosmological constant. We get a relation H2 = Λ6 and
one redirects questions about an appearance and a smallness of Λ to a structure of tachyon
potentials.
Switching on the dilaton one has to account its equation of motion. Solutions for the
dilaton gravity in stringy context were widely analyzed before (see, for instance, [35, 51]).
In the case both tachyons rest in their vacua one has
2Rµν + 2Dµ∂νΦ+ gµνguU
′ + gµν
κ2
g2o
eΦ/2
2v − τ2
2α′
= 0, (3.1)
Φ− ∂Φ2 − guU + gu
(
1− D
2
)
U ′ +
T 2 − V
α′
+
(
1 +
D
2
)
κ2
g2o
eΦ/2
τ2 − 2vˆ
2α′
= 0. (3.2)
In the most important for our model scenario with a linear dilaton Φ = −2V0t and D = 4
the above two equations become
3H˙ + 3H2 +
guU
′
2
+ Λ2e
Φ/2 = 0, H˙ + 3H2 + 2HV0 +
guU
′
2
+ Λ2e
Φ/2 = 0, (3.3)
6HV0 + 4V
2
0 − gu(U + U ′) + Λ1 − 6Λ2eΦ/2 = 0. (3.4)
where Λ1 =
T 2−V
α′ and Λ2 =
κ2
2g2o
τ2−2vˆ
2α′ . One immediately sees that in this case Hubble
parameter satisfies H˙ = HV0 with a solution
H = H0e
V0t = H0e
−Φ/2 (3.5)
Then one can integrate any of equations (3.3) w.r.t. Φ in order to get the potential U . The
result is
gu
2
(U + U0) = 3H
2
0e
−Φ + 6H0V0e
−Φ/2 − 2Λ2eΦ/2 (3.6)
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accompanied by the consistency condition 4V 20 + Λ1 = U0.
The change of H is very slow because V0 should be small according to the rate of
change of the Newton’s constant. The Hubble parameter on this solution is either grows
or vanishes exponentially but a ratio H˙/H is very small since it is of the same order as the
value G˙/G [55].
4. Tachyons Around Vacuum without Dilaton Field
Before studying the influence of the dilaton on the late time tachyon dynamics and therefore
on the late time cosmology we remind few already known facts about the late time tachyon
dynamics without the dilaton field. We consider the tachyons near their true vacuum and
linearize equations of motion using T = T0 + Z and τ = τ0 + ζ. Let us focus on the open
string tachyon field τ . A linearized equation becomes
ζ − gµν ∂µΦ∂νζ
2
+
ζ
α′
− v
′′(τ0)
α′
eΦ/2
˜(
ê−Φ/2ζ˜
)
= 0. (4.1)
If the dilaton field is a constant (or at least one can neglect its variation compared with
the tachyon field) one gets the following equation

̂̂
ζ +
̂̂
ζ
α′
− v
′′(τ0)
α′
ζ = 0. (4.2)
A way of solving such an equation was developed in [19, 20, 54]. The main idea is that an
eigenfunction of the  operator with an eigenvalue ω2 = ω¯2/α′ solves the latter equation
if ω¯2 solves the transcendental equation(
ω¯2 + 1
) G−2o (ω¯2) = v′′(τ0). (4.3)
Using a level truncated cubic fermionic string field theory we have G−2o (ω¯2) = eβω¯
2
. A
solution for ω¯2 becomes
ω¯2 =
W (γ)− β
β
, γ = v′′(τ0)βe
β , (4.4)
where W is Lambert W -function which solves an equation xex = y w.r.t. x. All ω¯, β and
γ are dimensionless. Notice, that for v′′(τ0) = 1 we have ω2 = 0 irrespectively of β.
In fact there are infinitely many branches of this function in a general situation. Zero
branch is distinguished since it gives real values on the positive semi-axis. On the negative
semi-axis a branch point of zero and −1 branches is located at −1/e and W(0)(−1/e) = −1
(hereafter a subscript (n) denotes the branch). For positive ǫ one finds that W(0)(−1/e+ ǫ)
is real while W(0)(−1/e − ǫ) is complex. In case of complex ω2 one readily finds that
W(−1)(−1/e−ǫ) =W(0)(−1/e−ǫ)∗. This provides a chance to write a real solution for τ as
a linear combination of functions corresponding to ω2(0) and ω
2
(−1). Zero and −1 branches
give smallest in absolute value roots and should be considered as a main contribution to a
solution of our linearized equation.
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Thus, if γ ≥ −1/e then ω2 is real and is given by the zero branch of the Lambert
function. A solution to equation (4.2) is given by a function which satisfies
ζ = ω2ζ. (4.5)
If γ < −1/e then ω2 is complex and is given by the zero and −1 branches of the Lambert
function. A solution to equation (4.2) is given by a linear combination of functions which
satisfy
ζ(0) = ω
2
(0)ζ(0), ζ(−1) = ω
2
(−1)ζ(−1). (4.6)
Integration constants of solutions τ(0) and τ(−1) can be adjusted such that resulting ζ =
ζ(0) + ζ(−1) is real. Alternatively, one can say that fluctuations are effectively described by
two freely propagating fields with masses squared −ω2(0) and −ω2(−1). Although a quantity
corresponding to the initial field ζ can be made real both effective scalar fields have complex
masses squared. One can consider real linear combinations of the effective fields. In this
case one field will be either a ghost or a tachyon. This is in agreement with the Ostrogradski
analysis [56] (see [43, 19, 20, 54] for more details).
Thus, in order to analyze the dynamics of the tachyon at large times one has to solve
equation (4.5) (or (4.6)) which for a constant Hubble parameter gives as a solution
ζ = e−
3
2
HtRe
(
ζ+e
1
2
t
√
9H2−4ω2 + ζ−e
− 1
2
t
√
9H2−4ω2
)
. (4.7)
Recall that ω2 is given by equation (4.4) and is in general a complex number.
Having sketched the main line of solving linear non-local equations we are now ready
to attack the question of the influence of the dilaton on the tachyon dynamics and, what
is more interesting, a back-reaction on the gravity.
5. Tachyons Around Vacuum in Dilaton Background
Now we turn to the main question. What is the influence of the dilaton on the late tachyon
cosmology? We have demonstrated in Section 3 that the dilaton gravity only with special
dilaton potentials can give a realistic present time cosmological evolution. Studying the
influence of the dilaton field on the tachyon condensation we assume one of these potentials
appears in the action. It would be interesting to get a dilaton potential directly from the
closed string field theory. About the first steps in this direction see [36, 37]. Scales related
to the dilaton should be of cosmological magnitudes. For instance, the present Hubble
parameter is related to the Planck mass as Hour ≈ 10−60MP . The same level of smallness
is applicable to a rate of change of the dilaton field. Indeed, in the dilaton gravity Φ˙
determines a speed of change of the Newton’s constant. Thus Φ˙ should be extremely
small. For instance, assuming that Newton’s constant changes at most e times during
the life-time of the universe we conclude that in a model with a linear dilaton one should
have Φ ≈ ±Hourt. It looks counterintuitive that such small quantities can affect somehow
processes related to the tachyon condensation. The reason is that all ingredients related
to string excitations have α′ as a scale. α′ is the string length squared and can be written
as 1/M2s where Ms is the string mass. This string mass in any case cannot be less than
– 8 –
1 TeV to be compatible with present experiments. Moreover, Ms is often associated with
the Planck mass MP .
Examining more carefully equation (4.1) and the succeeding formulae we observe,
however, that parameters γ and β introduced in the previous Section play a crucial role
and new interesting phenomena can emerge. Let us make an approximation which produces
a very useful toy equation
ζ +
ζ
α′
− (1 + ǫ)v
′′(τ0)
α′
˜˜
ζ = 0. (5.1)
Compared to equation (4.1) we have dropped a term proportional to the speed of the
dilaton3 and assumed that exponents of the dilaton with all non-local operators acting
on them can be accounted as a constant ǫ. This latter constant is positive for non-local
operators coming from the SFT (see Appendix A). Similar to (4.4)
ω2ǫ =
W ((1 + ǫ)γ)− β
βα′
, γ = v′′(τ0)βe
β (5.2)
and we see that we have shifted the parameter γ and consequently ω2. For a linear dilaton
Φ = −2V0t this shift ǫ can be computed in the SFT to be of order α′V 20 , [V0] = length−1.
Accounting the above discussion about cosmological scales we see that ǫ ∼ α′H2. For
these scales a constant H approximation is easily justified and the dynamics of a linearized
tachyon τ = τ0 + ζǫ is given by an analog of (4.7)
ζǫ = e
− 3
2
HtRe
(
ζ+e
1
2
t
√
9H2−4ω2ǫ + ζ−e
− 1
2
t
√
9H2−4ω2ǫ
)
. (5.3)
Unshifted ω2 is entirely determined by the open SFT parameters β and γ. It is very
difficult to imagine that stringy processes may give as a final state somewhat with scales of
the present day cosmology. Corresponding fine-tuning should be of an extreme precision.
If ω2 is finite then most likely it is finite in units of α′. Such an ω2 dominates under
the square root in (4.4) and oscillations become very frequent, and the suppression factor
becomes huge in cosmological scales. A shift of order ǫ ∼ α′H2 will not change anything.
A distinguished case is ω2 = 0 which may have a signature in the late cosmology.
To have ω2 = 0 one has to require v′′(τ0) = 1 irrespectively of β. This means that
the full tachyon potential including the mass term should have zero second derivative in
the minimum4. In other words the tachyon should become a long-range field in the true
minimum. Parameter γ becomes
γ = βeβ , γ ≥ −1
e
for real β, γ = −1
e
for β = −1. (5.4)
In this case of ω2 = 0 (i.e. v′′(τ0) = 1) the dilaton which provides ǫ ∼ α′H2 can change
the behavior drastically. Indeed, the expression 9H2 − 4ω2ǫ under the square root can
3Strictly speaking this is done to make an analytic analysis possible. Further one can demonstrate
numerically that restoring this term does not change the main effect described in this Section.
4One can check that for this purpose one has to have at least three terms of a different degree greater
than 2 of τ˜ in v provided v is polynomial. It is natural to expect this kind of a potential from the SFT
when more mass levels are included in the calculation of the tachyon potential.
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become negative. Moreover, if parameter β = −1 then a positive ǫ makes ω2 complex
at once according to the properties of the Lambert function as explained in the previous
Section. This scenario produces oscillations in ζ with a frequency that can be observed at
cosmological scales.
Corrections to a constant H emerge and these correction can be computed using the
technique elaborated in [19, 20]. One can use the corresponding analysis now with an
inclusion of the dilaton field which does not complicate calculations. Here we just briefly
sketch what happens with a dynamical tachyon. Now we have a time-dependent kinetic
term and the potential of the tachyon as well as some impact from non-local terms Nµν in
equation (2.9). Once we got an oscillating tachyon these oscillations are translated to the
dilaton and the Hubble parameter. Taking a solution for the Hubble parameter and the
dilaton and making a linearization around it5 one will find corrections which obviously will
have oscillations (a frequency and a suppression factor will be doubled compared to the
tachyon field). For instance, solution (3.5) corresponding to the linear dilaton gravity with
a specific non-perturbative dilaton potential (3.6) can be taken. H is not a constant on
this solution but H˙/H is of the same order as G˙/G [55]. Thus it is valid to take a constant
H approximation. Further, using a relation
w = −1− 2H˙
3H2
one finds that the equation of state parameter should be also an oscillating quantity.
To get an insight in numbers we derive let us proceed with a linear dilaton Φ = −2V0t.
We take V0 = σHour meaning that during the evolution of the universe the Newton’s
constant has changed e2σ times, σ is dimensionless. This gives a shift ǫ = σ2α′H2our =
σ210−120M2P /M
2
s = σ
210−120+2n where we put Ms = 10−nMP with 0 ≤ n ≤ 16. The
upper bound on n gives strings of TeV mass which is a minimal string mass compatible
with current experiments.
Passing from (4.4) to (5.2) under our assumption that the full tachyon potential has
zero second derivative in the non-perturbative minimum, i.e. v′′(τ0) = 1, two significantly
different situations appear: γ > −1/e and γ = −1/e.
The most interesting one is γ > −1/e, i.e. β 6= −1 (see (5.4)). In this case
ω2ǫ ≈
ǫ
(1 + β)α′
and for the estimated ǫ ∼ σ2α′H2our solution (5.3) becomes
ζǫ ≈ e−
3
2
HourtRe
(
ζ+e
1
2
Hourt
q
9−4 σ2
1+β + ζ−e
− 1
2
Hourt
q
9−4 σ2
1+β
)
.
Negative expression under the square root immediately gives oscillations. In the open SFT
truncated up to level zero β becomes −0.523. This means that oscillations come out of
the latter solution if σ > 1.036. Taking σ = 1.1 we get the frequency of oscillations in ζǫ
is approximately Hour/2. As it was mentioned, this frequency is doubled and is equal to
5It was mentioned in [20] that one should linearize the scale factor a(t) of course, and not H .
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Hour in the Hubble parameter and the state parameter. This produces oscillations with a
period of order 10 Gyr which is of order of the universe age. Taking other value of β which
can result from an inclusion of the higher massive modes in the SFT analysis we may get
smaller values of the period of the oscillations. Taking β = −0.95 and σ = 1.1 the period
of oscillations of the Hubble parameter and the state parameter becomes of order 1 Gyr.
The closer β to −1 from above the shorter period is. The higher the dilaton speed the
shorter period is as well. Thus we see that in the case γ > −1/e one can have an effect of
oscillations in the Hubble parameter and the state parameter w accessible for observations.
In the case γ = −1/e (i.e. β = −1) one has α′ω2ǫ ≈ −I
√
2ǫ, this term most likely
dominates under the square root in (5.3) and the resulting frequency becomes of order√
σ10+30−n/2Hour. In order to make the period of oscillations of order 1 Gyr we have to
assume σ ∼ 10−46 for the TeV string mass with n = 16. This means that the dilaton
changes very slowly, but it is difficult to figure out an appearance of a new small parameter
V0 ∼ 10−106MP .
The closed string tachyon can be considered analogously and will give the same ef-
fect provided its behavior is similar to the open string tachyon. The problem is that a
closed string tachyon action is difficult to compute. The bosonic closed SFT has only a
non-polynomial formulation so far. Even a static potential being computed in the bosonic
closed SFT including few low mass levels [37] does not give a clear understanding of dynam-
ical processes associated with the tachyon motion. At this stage we postpone a detailed
investigation of the influence of the closed string tachyon dynamics on the cosmology by
noting that it is consistent to put the tachyon field value to a constant.
6. Summary and Discussion
We have considered a very interesting interplay of stringy and cosmological processes. It
turns out that the open string tachyon condensation may lead to cosmologically significant
effects. In short, provided that the full tachyon potential (which is the mass term plus
v) has zero second derivative in the non-perturbative minimum the late time dynamics
of just the tachyon in the FRW background with a constant Hubble parameter is given
by (4.7) with ω2 = 0. This means that it is either constant or vanishes monotonically.
Second parameter, β, does not affect this behavior at all. Having coupled to the dilaton
the tachyon dynamics changes drastically. v′′(τ0) is effectively shifted from unit and this
produces an oscillating behavior out of solution (5.3). Now parameter β is very important
and practically it determines the period and the suppression factor of oscillations. If
β 6= −1 then a period of oscillations can be observed. For β = −0.95 one gets the period
of order 1 Gyr. This is in the case that the dilaton speed is of order H. The closer β
to −1 from above the shorter period is. The higher the dilaton speed the shorter period
is as well. Being accounted in Friedmann equations these oscillations of the tachyon field
produce oscillations in H and the state parameter w. We note a good agreement of the
estimated period with the observed oscillations in the z-distribution of quasar spectra [34].
The reported value is (0.15 − 0.65) Gyr.
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If β is strictly −1 than there is a jump of about 30 orders of magnitude due to ana-
lytic properties of Lambert W function. All oscillations become very frequent and their
suppression factor is huge. A new bizarre parameter which is the speed of dilaton of order
V0 ∼ 10−106MP is needed to smooth the situation.
Thus β 6= −1 looks more plausible since no new strange parameters are required.
Corresponding oscillations are added up to a background produced by the dilaton and
analyzed in Section 3. For instance, solution (3.5) corresponding to the linear dilaton
gravity with a specific non-perturbative dilaton potential (3.6) can be taken. H is not a
constant on this solution but H˙/H is of the same order as G˙/G [55]. Presence of a linear
dilaton in this solution is important for the estimations we have made.
The closed string tachyon dynamics can also be considered in a similar fashion and will
give similar effect as the open string tachyon. We, however, do not consider it explicitly
because of a non clear nature and meaning of a closed string tachyon potential and a vacua
structure. Moreover, a formulation of the fermionic closed SFT is not yet known. For our
purposes it was consistent to assume a constant closed string tachyon field. We address a
consideration of the closed string tachyon dynamics as a very interesting and rich question
for the further study.
Coupling of open and closed string modes is another big puzzle worth a deeper anal-
ysis. We have taken a model coupling of the dilaton and the open string tachyon briefly
argued in Appendix A. This, however, most likely is not the end of the story and a better
understanding of an open-closed strings interaction is of a great importance here. Inclusion
of the massless vector field and a relation to the Vacuum SFT are two more open questions
answering which may provide a better understanding of the string dynamics.
Searching for a full solution is an interesting but seems to be a non-realistic task.
Numeric methods, however, may help one to get an insight in how the full solution behaves.
Also numerics will be useful to perform a check of the stability of found solutions.
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A. SFT in Linear Dilaton Background
Here we do not explain anything related to CFT and SFT calculations referring reader to
[31, 24].
The worldsheet action for the open string in the linear dilaton background in the flat
space-time is given by
S =
1
4πα′
∫
dτdσ
√
h
(
hτσ∂τX
µ∂σXµ + α
′RVµ∂Xµ + fermions + ghosts
)
.
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Here R is the two-dimensional curvature and Vµ comes from the linear dilaton Φ = 2VµXµ
playing a role of the background charge. As compared to the ordinary CFT the bosonic
stress tensor and the matter supercurrent get modified and look like
TX = − 1
α′
: ∂X∂X : +V ∂2X, G = i
√
α′
2
(: ψ∂X : −α′V ∂ψ).
The anomaly charge is cX = D+6α′V 2. OPE of two left-moving X is as usual and is given
by
X(z)µX(w)ν = −α
′
2
ηµν log(z − w)
whereas OPE of several exponents is changed as follows
∏
j
e2ikjX(zj) = (2π)Dδ
(∑
i
ki + iV
) ∏
m<n
(zm − zn)2α′kmkn .
e2ikX(z) is still a primary operator but with a weight α′(k2 + ikV ). Also a transformation
law for the field X is changed to be
f ◦Xµ(z) = Xµ(f(z)) + α′V µ log f ′.
The BRST charge looks as usual in terms of stress tensors and supercurrents
Q =
∮
dz
2πi
jBRST =
∮
dz
2πi
(
: c
(
TX + TΨ + T ξη + Tϕ
)
+ bc∂c− bη∂ηe2ϕ + ηeϕG :
)
but new TX and G should be used. Nilpotency of Q dictates
D + 4α′V 2 − 10 = 0.
Now we calculate the cubic action of the fermionic SFT on a string field truncated to
weight zero. The action is
S =
1
g2o
(
1
2α′
〈〈Y−2|A+, QA+〉〉+ 1
3
〈〈Y−2|A+,A+,A+〉〉+
+
1
2α′
〈〈Y−2|A−, QA−〉〉+ 〈〈Y−2|A−,A+,A−〉〉
)
and the string field is taken as
A+(z) =
∫
dDku(k)c(z)e2ikX (z), A−(z) =
∫
dDk (τ(k)ηeϕ(z) + sµ(k)cψ
µ) e2ikX(z).
After some tedious algebra one may get (integrating on the fly field sµ)
S0 =
1
g2o
∫
dDxe−Vµx
µ
(
1
4α′
u2(x)− 1
2
∂µτ
2(x) +
1
4α′
τ2 +
9
16
(
4
3
√
3
)α′V 2
τ˜2(x)u˜(x)
)
with
ϕ˜(x) = e
−α′
“
log 4
3
√
3
”

ϕ(x).
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Setting V = 0 one restores the usual action coming from SFT. Also we notice that
e
+α′
“
log 4
3
√
3
”

e−Vµx
µ
=
(
4
3
√
3
)α′V 2
e−Vµx
µ
.
This explains the form of interaction in (2.2). To make a connection with (2.2) one has to
rescale fields and the coupling go by appropriate powers of α
′.
B. Derivation of Nµν
To vary an arbitrary (infinite) polynomial function of  acting on a field φ w.r.t. the metric
one finds useful the following relations∫
dDx
√−gAδB = −
∫
dDx
√−g δg
αβ
2
(∂αA∂βB + ∂βA∂αB − gαβ (∂µA∂µB +AB)) ,
∫
dDx
√−gAδ(n)B =
∫
dDx
√−g
n−1∑
l=0
(lA)δn−1−lB,
where we assume that boundary terms vanish. If G() =
∞∑
n=0
gn
n then
∫
dDx
√−gAδ(G)B =
∞∑
n=1
gn
∫
dDx
√−g
n−1∑
l=0
(lA)δn−1−lB.
Variation of the closed string tachyon potential w.r.t. the metric gives
Ncµν =
1
2
∞∑
n=1
gcnα
′n
l=n−1∑
l=0
(
∂µ
l
(
e−ΦV ′
)
∂ν
n−l−1T + ∂ν
l
(
e−ΦV ′
)
∂µ
n−l−1T−
−gµν
(
gρσ∂ρ
l
(
e−ΦV ′
)
∂σ
n−l−1T +l
(
e−ΦV ′
)

n−lT
))
where we have used Gc =
n=∞∑
n=0
gcnα
′nn. Variation of the open string tachyon potential
w.r.t. the metric gives
Noµν =
1
2
∞∑
n=1
gonα
′n
l=n−1∑
l=0
(
∂µ
l
(
ê−Φ/2v′
)
∂ν
n−l−1τ + ∂ν
l
(
ê−Φ/2v′
)
∂µ
n−l−1τ−
−gµν
(
gρσ∂ρ
l
(
ê−Φ/2v′
)
∂σ
n−l−1τ +l
(
ê−Φ/2v′
)
n−lτ
))
where we have used Go =
n=∞∑
n=0
gonα
′nn. Variation of the ê−Φ/2 term in front of the open
string tachyon potential w.r.t. the metric gives
Ndµν =
1
2
∞∑
n=1
gdnα
′n
l=n−1∑
l=0
(
∂µ
l (v) ∂ν
n−l−1e−Φ/2 + ∂ν
l (v) ∂µ
n−l−1e−Φ/2−
−gµν
(
gρσ∂ρ
l (v) ∂σ
n−l−1e−Φ/2 +l (v)n−le−Φ/2
))
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where we have used Gd =
n=∞∑
n=0
gdnα
′nn. Non-local term Nµν which enters equation (2.5)
is given by
Nµν = 2Ncµν +
4κ2
g2o
(Noµν +Ndµν) . (B.1)
For simplicity and without any loss of generality we assume gc0 = go0 = gd0 = 1 so that
these non-local operators do not change a constant.
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